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Road safety 4: 'Golden Hour' save the precious lives of 50 percent of the time 

G. Jayaprakash

When someone uyirilak in hospitals, "Half an hour ago, she would have come to live," the doctor's kurumpotutan
'Golden Hour' was fantastic, understand its necessity. Accidents are common in the lives of the victim, from the place
where the accident occurred the last time the medical manaikkuc 'Golden Hour' is called. In fact, it is life-saving
precious time.
Irappavarkalaivita instantly in an accident, first aid figures seem quite as busy vikkinrana irappavarkale. If you're
struggling for his life in an accident on the road of someone seeing it nirpavarkalaivita, viewed as those who have been
on the increase. Those have to be in an accident, someone can come forward, they will not take any action on the law
adding that the federal government announced. Nevertheless, the population remains reluctant to save rescued from
the crash.
Consumer and civil alongwith Citizen Action Group (CAG), the organization's director (advisor) escaroja, analyst
Sumana nan Narayan Singh said:
In this case, the public would help the car driver or by any means, as the Federal Government has not persecuting. But
an hour after the accident, unable to get the help of a number of emergency medical ging die.
If ambulance, unable to give way to the other vehicle drivers were struggling. Others counter that can go faster drove
behind the ambulance go. This is wrong. When you go on the road to give way lans ampu about where to go and how
we are preparing a short film. At the end of the film is jobs. In the next few weeks, we have made it veliyitavul. It will be
posted on social networking sites. The accident is relevant to the treatment given to the hospital as quickly as possible
to prevent the deaths of 50 per cent.
The single emergency vehicle
Lans ampu in traffic, fire vehicles, police vehicles, such as cars that are rushing to cikkivitukinrana account. This has
been the main reason for biomass lap. Therefore, Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai, such as emergency vehicles in major cities
have set up individual move. At least for a single set of the bus, which allow emergency vehicles. Thus, with the
decrease of traffic accidents will be reduced.
Thus, they said.   
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WHAT IS YOUR REACTION?
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